
   COMMUNITY NEWS 
 

I-70 EAST CORRIDOR COMMUNITIES HAVE A VOICE 
AS LIST OF HIGHWAY, TRANSIT OPTIONS NARROWS 

Project Team Recommends Cutting A Quarter of Possible Alternatives 
 

DENVER, Colo., (May 3, 2004) – Transportation planners and engineers for the Interstate-70 

East Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) recommend cutting about a quarter of the 

173 highway and transit alternatives under consideration. Residents, businesses and other 

stakeholders get their opportunity during two corridor-wide meetings May 12 & 13 to give their 

opinions for consideration before the project team makes final decisions. 

 “We have reached the point in our process where we make our first major decisions about 

which alternatives we study further, and which are eliminated,” said Sharon A. Lipp, co-project 

manager for the Colorado Department of Transportation. 

 “The community helped us develop the criteria we’re using to narrow down this list. The 

corridor-wide meetings are their chance to review our recommendations and tell us if we got it 

right,” said Mike Turner, co-project manager for the Regional Transportation District (RTD). 

The corridor-wide meetings will emphasize hands-on discussions in small groups, giving 

participants the opportunity to speak directly with the team conducting the analysis.  Group 

discussions, including Spanish-only groups, will begin every half hour from 5-8 p.m. May 12 at 

the Montbello Recreation Center, 15555 E. 53rd Ave., Denver, and May 13 at Bruce Randolph 

Middle School, 3955 Steele St., Denver.  Licensed child care and light refreshments will be 

available. 

“We’re excited about this new format, which allows members of the community come in 

at their convenience, hear the information and discuss the recommendations with their neighbors 

and the project team,” said Jess Ortiz, Denver’s representative. 



The project team has recommended elimination of about 45 alternatives, after conducting 

the first two phases of a three-step process, based on goals, objectives and criteria developed with 

the community’s help, along with other stakeholders and government agencies. 

The three-step process includes: 

 Step 1: Conduct a very simple reality check: are the alternatives realistic in this corridor? 

Step 2: Compared with similar alternatives and ranked good, better, best. 

 Step 3 (to be completed in late summer): Mix and match alternatives to create corridor-

wide transportation packages, which then undergo detailed analysis. 

 A handful of alternative packages will emerge from this three-step process to undergo a 

more rigorous, comprehensive study. The results of that study will be released for public review 

and comment in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement in 2005. 

Categories under consideration include interstate and transit alignments, lane types, 

transit stations and technologies, interchanges, improvements to the local road system and 

transportation demand management/transportation system management strategies. 

Additional information is available at the project office at 3840 York St., 303-294-9300, 

or on the project Web site, I-70EastCorridor.com, in both Spanish and English. 

ABOUT THE I-70 EAST CORRIDOR EIS 
The I-70 East Corridor Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) will decide which 
transportation projects – if any – will be built to improve safety and mobility and address 
congestion in the corridor. It will focus on Interstate 70 between Interstate 25 and Pena 
Boulevard, as well as transit service between downtown Denver and DIA. A cooperative 
effort between the Federal Highway Administration, Federal Transit Administration, 
CDOT, RTD and Denver, the project will study and analyze transit, highway and other 
alternatives. A consultant team led by PBS&J will assist in the process. The project office is 
located in the corridor at 3840 York St. 
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